
AGREEMENT 
 of Integration 

To give more details 
Decree of the President of the Republic dey bring 
regulation wey concern the issue of integration 
agreement  wey dey between italian government 
and the foreigners, according to the law article 4-
bis, comma 2, wey dey for their consolidated law 
of the law concerning the issue of immigration 
and law for the condition of the foreigner, wey 
dey for the legislative decree 25 July 1998, n. 
286. 

Department for civil liberties and immigration 
 
www.libertaciviliimmigrazione.interno.it  
 
Minister of Interior 
www.interno.it  
 
http://accordointegrazione.dlci.interno.it  
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           Wetin be integration agreement 
       
The agreement na instrument wey dey make am easy for citizens of another 
country to integrate well in Italy  
With the thing wey the agreement talk, the foreigner dey take the responsibility to 
reach some particular objectives of integration, wey im go achieve for the period 
wey im soggiorno still dey read:  
- Im go sabi enough italian language  
- Im go sabi the civil culture well well  
- Im go guarantee say im children go school reach compulsory level for small 
children. 
The government go take responsibility to maintain the integration of foreigners . 
 
 

           Who go sign the agreement  
 
The foreigner wey:  
- Wey dey enter Italy for the first time  
- Wey go request for stay permit (soggiorno) for period wey no dey less than one 
year.  
- Person wey don old pass 16 years. For people wey dey between 16 to 18 years, 
na the parents or person wey dem take do parents wey go sign. 
Person wey no fit sign the agreement.   
The foreigners:  
- Wey get any kind of disease or wey dey disable wey go seriously affect am reach 
say im no fit do things for imself or wey no go fit learn language and culture;  
- Small small children wey come alone;  
- Person wey suffer slavery, violence and exploitation; 
- Young people wey dey 16 years. 
 
 

           Where dem dey sign   
    
The place wey dem dey sign the agreement for Prefettura-for Sportello Unico of 
immigration of foreigners wey enter Italy to work or to join dem family member or 
even at the Questura for person wey enter italy for another reason. 
 
 

           Wetin go happen after person don sign     
 
When person don sign the agreement they go give am 16 credits.  
Within three months wey person don sign the agreement, them go invite the 
foreigner to partecipate for one session for civil training and for information on 
kind of life wey dem dey live for italy. 
Any person wey no partecipate go lose 15 credits.  

 

             Person fit request dem to suspend or postpone the agreement  
 
Dem fit suspend or postpone the agreement if person (foreigner) request am, 
when the person don present the correct document, for 
- When person get serious health or family problem  
- For reason wey concern work 
- Person dey attend course or dey do training practical, when dem update your - 
knowledge or give advice for your job  
- Person wey dey attend training practical  
- Person wey dey attend update for im knowledge and advice for im job 
- Person wey dey go school for outside the country. 
 

 

             How to dem dey verify the agreement  
  
One month before the agreement go expire, the Sportello Unico go value the level 
wey the person don reach for integration by inviting the foreigner to come present 
documents for dem to recognize the extra credit we the person get. For foreigner 
wey dey live for Bolzano province, dem credit dey recognised also for the test wey 
the person take for german language. When person no get all the correct 
documents, the foreigner fit ask to partecipate for the test wey  go show the level 
of italian language wey im sabi, also the civil culture and civil life for italy wey dey 
necessary for the person to observe the agreement. 
The result of the test go be: 
DEM GO CANCEL THE AGREEMENT: the foreigner don reach the proper grade for 
integration (credit wey dey equal or more than 30). 
DEM GO FIT POSTPONE THE AGREEMENT FOR ONE YEAR: the foreigner no get 
reach the number of credits wey dey enough for dem to cancel the agreement 
(credit wey dey from 1 to 29). 
DEM GO END THE AGREEMENT: when grade wey the foreigner reach no dey 
enough for integration; dem go cancel the soggiorno and dem go deport the 
person from italy (credit wey dey equal to or less than 0). 
 
 

             How person go fit check the situation of the agreement for 
internet  
 
The foreigner fit check for internet, for the website 
http://accordointegrazione.dlci.interno.it , for the period wey the agreement dey 
read:  
The credit wey person don get;  
The date wey dem invite person to come do the test 
When person do this, for the time wey im dey sign the agreement, dem go give 
the foreigner training on how im go check am for internet 


